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The purpose of this paper is to investigate the category of commutative 
R-algebras split by a faithfully flat extension of R. For a commutative and faith- 
fully flat extension ring S of a ring R, C(S/R) d enotes the category of commuta- 
tive R-algebras split by S. As is well known, if S and R are fields an 
galois extension of R with the galois group 6, then C(S/ ) is antiequivalent to 
the category C(G) of finite G-sets, and the contravariant equivalence is given by a 
functor HomR--a&-, S). In this paper, we want to extend this argument to one 
concerning some extensions of commutative rings. If S 3 R is a galois extension 
of commutative rings with galois group G (in the sense of [l], [2], or [3]), an 
if S is cormected, then the above argument can be extended just as f~or fields. 
However, when S has many idempotents, it is not correct. To m the argument 
hold, we need to extend the category C(G) to a category C(S G, E) related 
with the idempotents of S. We begin, in Section 1, by introducing a notion of 
E-set. In Sections 2 and 3, we assume that S is a commutative extension of R 
such that S is a faithfully fiat R-module. Then, by introducing notions of 
d-E-structure and &E-free set, we show that the category C(S/R) is anti- 
equivalent to the category C(S/R, 3, E) of &E-free sets by the functor 
Kom,-,~g(--, S). In Section 4, we restrict S 3 R to ‘be a G-galois extension, 
Then C(S/R, 8, E) coincides with C(S/R, G, P). In Section 5, we consider a 
fixed finite Abelian group H, and discuss that the group D,(S/ 
extensions of R split by S is isomorphic to a l-cohomology group depending 
only on G and the idempotents of S, and this theorem includes a theorem of 
Harrison [4]. Throughout this paper, we assume that every ring and algebra 
is commutative and has identity 1, and ring (or algebra) homomorphisms carry 
to 1. 
1. E-SET 
Eet S be a commutative R-algebra. We denote by I(S) the set of idempotents 
in S. We set Em(S) = ((fl, fa ,...,f,J; fi EI(S), CTz"_,fc = 1, and fifj = 
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i +j> and E(S) = Un E,(S) ( WI ‘tl 1 n = 1,2,...). By M%(E(S)) (resp. M(E(S))) 
we denote the set of n x n-matrices (resp. matrices) whose rows are in E,(S) 
(resp. E(S)). It is easily seen that MJE(S)) . 1s a multiplicative closed subset of 
the matrix ring S, containing the unit matrix I% , and so the set U,(E(S)) of 
invertible elements of M,(E(S)) w h ose inverse is contained in M,(E(S)) makes 
a group. By U(E(S)) we denote the union VIZ U,(E(S)) with n = 1, 2,.... 
DEFINITION 1.1. We call a set M an E(S)-set, if M has an E(S)-operation 
which is as follows; for each positive integer and each element (fl , fi ,..., ~ m 
E(S), there is a map MT = M x M x *.. x M-+ M for which the ima:: bf 
(1121 7 mzT,..., m ) E MT is denoted by notations (fl , fi ,. ..,jr) * “(ml , m2 ,..., m,) 
or IiZLfi * mi , and this map satisfies the following conditions: For any 
positive integers Y, n, and (h, , h, ,..., h ) E E(S), (ga , gi, ,..., gi,) E E,(S), 
i = 1, 2 ,..., Y and m, , m2 ,..., m E M, 
(1) (associativity); 
(2) (unitarity); 
(0, 0 ,..., 0, 1, 0 ,..., 0) * t(m, , mz ,..., m ) = m,; i = 1, 2 ,..., n.
(i-l) times 
DEFINITION 1.2. By an E(S)-free set of rank n we mean an E(S)-set &l 
which has elements m1 , m2 ,..., m E M such that every element m E M is 
uniquely expressed as m = CCyY, gi * mi by an element (gl , g, ,..., g ) E E(S). 
Then we call m, , m2 ,..., m an E(S)-basis of M. For E(S)-sets M and M’, an 
E(S)-map 01: M + M’ means a map ol of M to M’ which satisfies ti(C’& fi * mi) 
= CzLl fi * ol(mJ for any ( fi , fi ,..., f .) E E(S) and m, , m2 ,..., m, E M. When 
an E(S)-map ol: M -+ M’ is a bijection, a!is called an E(S)-isomorphism, and M 
and M’ are E(S)-isomorphic. 
Remark 1.3. E,(S) h as an E(S)-operation defined by the product of matrices,, 
that is, for (fi , fa ,. ., fr> E E(S) and Ei = (gil ,gi2 ,..., gin> E -C(S), i = 1,2 ,..., y
CC~=,f~ * 6; = (Ck/&, , Ckfi.yi2 ,..., Ckfgis). Then E,(S) is an E(S)- 
free set with an E(S)-basis (1, 0 ,..., 0), (0, 1, 0 ,..., 0) ,..., (0 ,..,, 0  1). If M is an 
E(S)-basis m, , mz ,..., m , then a map $M: M -+ E,(S); CC:=, fi * mi -+ (fl ~ 
fi ,..., fn) is an E(S)-isomorphism. 
For any R-algebra A, Horn,-&A, S) denotes the set of R-algebra homomor- 
phisms of A to S. Then we have 
LEMMA and DEFINITION 1.4. (1) Let A be an S-algebra with identity 
element. A has an E(S)-operation defined by CxI=, fi * ai = Ci=, fiai for (fi ) 
f2 ,.-,f,) E E(S) and al , a2 ,..., a, E A. Then A becomes an E(S)-set. 
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(2) .FOY an R-algebm A, Horn,-,l,(A, S) has an ~(S?-o~e~at~o~ de$vzed by 
Lfi * %ta) = CL1fiOli(a) fey (fl ,fi ,*.*,fr) E E(S) ad 011 1 cL2 i**.3 % E 
om,-,Q(A, S). Then H ~rn~-~l&A, S) becomes an E(S)-set. 
(3) Let A be an R-algebra and s’ a commutative R-algebra such that there is 
an R-algebra ~ornornoy~h~~rn CS’: S’ -+ S. l’hen S is regarded as an S’-algebra by gY 
and the E(S)+& Horn,-,&A, S) and Hom,~-,&A @jR s’, S) aye E(S)- 
~~orno~ph~c by an E(S)-map j, deJined by j,(a) (a @ s’) = a(a) a(s’) for a! @ s’ E 
A OR S’ and ol E Horn,-,I,(& S), and the zkerse map oijs is given byj;l(fi) (a) = 
&a @ 1) .for /3 E Hom,~-,lg(A @JR S’, S) and a E A. 
DEFINITIO?; 1.5. An R-algebra A is said to be split by S if A OR S is 
S-algebra isomorphic to a product n S of a finite number of copies of S, i.e., 
there are orthogonal idempotents e, , e, ,..., e, E A OR S such that A OR S = 
EYE, @ e$, ~~=, et = 1 @ 1, and S + e,S; s -+ eis is bijective. e shall say 
such a decomposition A ax S = xi @ e$ is an “‘orthogonal decomposition 
of A OR S”. 
RQPOSITION 1.6. Is an R-algebra A is s#it by S, then Om&aig(A, S) is 
E(S)-isomorphic to an E(S)-f pee set En(S), where n is determined by A OR S-z 
p s. 
z”yoo$ By Lemma and Definition 1.4, HomRp21g(A, S) is E(S)-isomorphic to 
Horn,-&A OR S, S). Let A @JR S = CL, @ e,S be an orthogonal decomposi- 
tion. Then a map $s: Horn,-,&A OR S, S) -+ I&(S); /3 ++ (B(e,), &en),=.., &e,)) 
is an E(S)-isomorphism. We shall say this map slis is a “canonical E(S)-isomor- 
phism;” and Ed = $;I(( I, O,..., Q)), eZ = #S1((O, 1, Cl,..., Cl)),..., cR = z/~g”f(O,~~~~ 
0, 1)) is a “canonical E(S)-b asis of Homs-a~p(~~~n=l @ e,S, S).9’ 
From the definition of E(S)-sets, the following iemma is obvious: 
LEMi\lX 1.7. For any E(S)-set il!l, we have the~o~~owi~g. 
(I) jar (J; , f2 ,..., fr) E E(S) and m, , ma ,..., HZ,, mTel ,,.., WEE E M, 
(.A :f2 !...;f7,, 0 ,..., 0) * “(ml, m2 ,..., m2,) = (fi ?f2 ,,..,f?) x 5(nzl , nz, )...) nz,,), 
in-r) times 
(21 for (fl ,h ,.-Jr) E: E(S)“and m E JK 
(fi >f2 ,...,f?.) * t(m, m ,... , m) = m, 
T  times 
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DEFINITION 1.8. Let M be an E(S)-set. A subset N of M is said to be an 
E(S)-subset if N becomes an E(S)-set by the E(S)-operation of M. A subset {m) 
consisting of only one element m in &I is an E(S)-subset of M. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. If M is an E(S)-set and Ml, Mz ,..., MT are E(S)-subsets 
of M, then the E(S)-subset generated by the union Ml U Mz v *.* U Mr is given 
by {Z&.fi * mi E M; (fi ,fi ,...,fr)  E,(S), mi E JG i = 1, Z..., 4. 
Proof. First, we shall show that the set N = EC:=, fi * mi E M; (fi , fi ,..., 
fT) E E,(S), mi EM, i = 1, 2 ,..., Y} is an E(S)-subset of M. For any (gr , g, ,..., gt) 
E E(S) and ni = F,‘T;71-I fij * mj E N, i = I,2 ,..., t, we have 
(gl , g2 ,...,gd * Ynl , n2 ,..., fit> 
* “(ml1 , ml2 ,.-, ml, , m21 ,..., mt,) 
= (gll ,a2 t.-,glr ,g21 ,-.,gtJ * Wll , ml2 ,..., m,,), 
where (al , g12 ,..., gl, , g2, ,-,gtr) is in E(S). By Lemma 1.7, there exists F in 
WE(S)) such that (al , glz ,..., gl, , g2, ,-, gt,) * “(ml1 , ml2 ,.-., ml+-, m21 ,..., 
m3 = Kgll , g12 ,-.., gd F) * Vfh , m21 ,..., mtl , ml2 ,..., m,,). Put (gk , gi2 ,..., 
g1,9 id1 ,...,gl,) = (g11 , g12 >*** ,glr,gzl,...,gt,>F,g:I =C~=lg~iandg~ = 1 -gi; 
i = 1, 2,..., r. Then (gi , gi ,..., gi) and (gii , gLi ,..., g;t-l,i ,gii + g:); i = 1,2 ,..., Y 
are contained in E(S). Put rni = (gii , gLi ,..., g;,-rIi ,gla + gi) * t(mIi , m2i ,..., m ,) 
for i = 1, 2,..., Y. Then we get rn; E Mi; i = 1, 2 ,..., Y, and 
(gi ,s.4 ,-.,d) * Ym; , mi ,..., 4) 
* “(mll, m21 ,.-., mtl , ml2 ,..., mtr> 
= (gh ,A,1 ,-..,gk ,A2 ,...,gk> * “(mll, m21 ,.-., ml2 ,..., mtr> 
= (g1 9g2 Y.>&) * “(% 3 @2 9-**, 4. 
Hence Nis an E(S)-subset. On the other hand, for any (g, , g, ,..., gJ E E(S) and 
n, , n, ,..., n,inN1;~M,~ *.. u MT , we can show (gl , g2 ,... , gJ * “(nl , n2 , . . . . 
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n,) E 1v: Taking a sufficiently large integer t, we can choose mIi , mzi ,,.., mli E 
Mi , i = 3, 2 ,..., r such that {nr , ns ,... , nJ C (ml1 ) m2r ,..~s mtI ) m12 ,..., m,,). 
Then by Lemma 1.7 we can take a matrixF in M(E(S)) such that (gr , g, ). *. )gJ * 
“(%. > n2 >.‘.7 4 = Kg1 , g, ,-., gJF) * “(ml1 , mzl )--, mtl , ml2 - m& From the 
first part of this proof, our result is obtained. Therefore, N is an E(S)-subset of 
Mgenerated byM,~M,~~~~~lt!l,. 
DEFINITION 1.10. By C(E, S) we denote the category having E(S)-free sets 
of finite rank as objects and E(S)-maps as morphisms. 
Remark I.1 1. The category C(E, S) has finite products and finite copro- 
ducts. In f2ct, for E(S)-f ree sets M and N of rank m and n, the product is 
N r E,,(S), and the coproduct M Ij N g E,,,(S). 
2. &E-SET 
Let S and T be commutative R-algebras and o: S -+ T an R-algebra homo- 
morphism. When we regard T as an S-algebra by CJ: S -+ T is denoted by 
,T. For any E(S)-set M, we consider symbols (g, , g, )~.., gl.> # t(m, ) m2 ,...) m,) 
or, with the same meaning, ~~~=, gi # m, for (g, , g, ,...,g,) E E(T) and 
ml , m2 ,...) m, EM. Put E(T) # M = C&gi # mi; 7 > 0, (8, , ,a p-i gJ E 
E(T), and ml , m2 ,..., m E Ml, ad (8, , g2 ,..., g ) # ‘(ml s T p-.., m > = 0% 6 
h 2 7..~p 4 # “(nl ,n2 ,..., nt) if and only if Y = t, (g, ) g, ,..., gr) = (kz, )h, ,“.~, IQ), 
and lzi = mi; i = 1,2,..., 7. A binary relation - on the set E(T) # M is defined 
as follows: For two elements t = ~~~=rgi # mi and 5 = zx:=r hi # ni in 
E(T) # M, f - 5 if and only if there exists a t x r-matrix 3” = (Jtij) in M@‘(S)) 
such that ni = CCj’=lfii * mj for i = 1, 2,..., t and gj = Cl=, hio(fij) for 
j = 1, 2,..., 7. The binary relation act- has reflectivity andtransitivity, but does not 
have symmetry. However, we can easily define an equivalence relation N whi 
is generated by the binary relation -+. By E(T) [#] ,M we denote the set E(T) 
Mj- 0 f classes in E(T) # M classified by the equivalence relation A-J, and by 
(8, gz y--T 89 [#I “(ml, m2 ,-., m ) or ZZLI gi [#I mi the class of (gl , g2 )i. .-,h> # 
Yml , m2 ,..., m,) = CCbl gi # mi in -WI [#I ,M. 
The following lemma is obvious: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let (h, , h, ,..., h,) be an element in E(T), and m, , m ‘..) m, in 
M. IfF = (fii) isan 7 x t-matrix in M(E(S)), then XzL, hi [#] (~~~z~j~j * mj) 
= C&I CL, hp(fij) [#] mj .If t > Y, then (h, , h, ,..., 4) [#] “(w , m2 ,--I m,) 
= (h, , h, s . . . . h, , 0 ,..., 0) [#I “(ml , m2 ,..., m, , m,,, - 4. 
Using Lemma 2.1, an E( T)-operation fE( T) [#I ,M can be defined as followsr 
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PROPOSITION and DBFIWTIOX 2.2. Let M be un E(S)-set. The set E(T) [#] ,+ti 








0 4R21) ... 0 
:.:
,...> .__ . . . 
0 0 ..’ . . . ‘3krkJ !i 
for (hl >h, )...) hyE E(T) and 5i = (gil fgi2 )...I ~;k,) [#] t(n~il 2 I~<Z (***, ~iki); 
i = 1, 2,..., r. Then I?(T) [#] JI becomes an E(T)-set. 
Proof. In order to show that the E(T)-operation of E(T) [#] ,,A4 is well 
defined, it suffices to show that ~~~~ , g12 ,..., gIk,) # “(ml1 , mIz ,..., mIk,) *+ 






p ::: .Y. 
...  .  U(&,) . . 0 
4&I) .*. 
...  .  0 :.
0 
U(RTPJ 11 
# ‘(ml1 ,-, mlf, ,-., mvk,) 
i i 
4d1) ..' u(&;) 0 ... 0 
p ::: 




)...) . . . : 
6 . . . . ... 4g?t;,) )i 
# “(mix ,..., rn;,:; ,rn,: ,...: m,.,J. 
However, the latter is obtained from I,emma 2.1 and the definition of .-. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let M and N be E(S)-sets und w M + A’ an E(S)-map. 
a: determines an E( T)-map G7’): E( 2’) [#J “154 -* .A’( T) [#] JY; cxbl xi [#] mi - 
~~~ ..1 xi [#] (I. If (L is an X(S)-iswwrphism, then aEtT) is also an E( T)-isomor- 
phi&z. Furthermore, if Al4 is an A(S)-f ree set of rank n, then E(T) [#] $’ is also an 
E(T)-free set of rartlr n. 
Proof. For an B(S)-map LY: dl + X, WC can &fine a map OL,+: E(T) # M 4 
E(T) # N; ~~~., gi # mi A.+ x& gi # a(m,). Since ~8 preserves the binary 
relation +, ol+ induces a map tiE(T): E(T) [#] ,,.VZ+ E(T) [#] ,+\‘; xx:.Igi [#] mi 
-.+ CJ$Algi [#] cy(m;). By the definition of B(T)-operation, LYE becomes an 
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E(T)-map. If M is an E(S)-free set with an E(S)-basis llzl ) VQ ,..., m, ) then 
any element of E(T) [#] J%! is written Czy=, gi [#] mi by an element 
k, 7 g2 3.0.) 
&J -> 
in) of&(T), andtherei~abijectionI?~(T)+E(T) [#jgM; (g,,g,,..., 
;,=1gi [#I “i - 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let A be an R-algebra. Then maps h: E(T) [#I u 
S) + KomR-,lg(A, T); CCicl gi [#] ai - CC 
,EIo~~-~I&A Ox S, S) - Ehn,-,~,(A OR S, J); 
$Zi aye E(T)-maps making the followilzg diagram commute: 
If A is split by S, then X and x’ aye E( T)-isomorphisms. 
PYOQ$ First, we shall show that X (resp. A’) is we31 defined. Let E = 
CC:=l gi ff 01~ and 5 = CC:=, hi # ,i& be elements in E(T) # Horn,-,&A, S) 
(resp. E(T) # Horns-al&A OR S, S)) such that < -> 5. Y&en there is a t x T- 
matrix F = (fij) in M(E(S)) which satisfies gj = ck, h,~(f~~); j = 1, 2,...: P, 
and /$ = ~~bl fij * 01~ , i = 1, 2 ,..., t. Then we have (CCigi * ~a~) (x) = 
h,G(fji)) * GCQ) (x) = .j hjG(f& G(‘Yi(X)) = cj h,G(zi 
j(X)) = (ccj hj * Gf$) (X r all x E A (resp. x E A OR S). 
can easily see that E N 5 implies A([) = h(c) (resp. h’(c) = x’(j)). 
shall show h’ 0 j;(T) = j, 0 h : For CCi g, [#] ai E E(T) [#] .HomR-,pg (A, S) 
we have h’ 0 j$Y’(CCi gi [#] C+) = h’(CCi gi [##I js(ui)) = CCi gi * (cjs(a,)) = 
CCi g’i x (Gj,3(aif) = CCi gi ‘kjT(G%> = jTT(CCi gi * G@4? = jT ’ h’EXi gi [#I %)Y 
since ~j~(olJ (a @ s) = G(c+(L~) s) = O(ai(a)) o(s) = &(CEQ) (a @ s> for any a @ s E 
A OR S. Finally, we shall show that h and X’ are I-isomor~h~sms when B is 
split by S. Assume that A OR S = Cy=, @ e&S is an orthogonal decomposition 
alId tl ) 62 >~..) E,~ are the canonical E(S)-b i @ eis, S). Then 
GE1 9 GE2 )~..) GEn become an E(T)-basis of .T). We have the 
foilowing commutative diagram: 
om,,l,(A OR S, S) -L 
where $I and #z are E(T)-isomorphisms defined by &((gl ) g, ,..., gn)) = 
kgi [#I Q and 6d(& ,& ,...,gd) = CCkgi * GQ for h ,g2 y...1&1 E 
E%(T). Hence x’ is an E(T)-isomorphism and so is A. 
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PROPOSITION 2.5. Let A and B be R-algebras, and f: A --f B an R-algebra 
homomorphism. Then f induces an E(S)-map Hom(f, S): Horns-&B, S) -+ 
Horns-,&A, S); 01- CJ~ and an E(T)-map Hom(f, Ii”): Horn,,& T) + 
HomR-alg(A, T); B - Pf. Th ese maps make the following diagram commute: 
E(T) [#I rrHom~-~&k S) 
H~rn(f,S)~'=) 
* E(T) [#I .Homc-adA 3 
i 
A A 
Homj+-al@, T) Hom(f,T) 
1 
t Horn,-adA, T). 
Proof. It is obvious that Hom(f, S) (resp. Horn (f, T)) is an E(S)- (resp. 
E(T)-) map. For every CCigi [#] 01~ E E(T) [#] oHoms-alg(B, S), we have 
Hom(f, T) 0 X ES gi [#I 4 = ECU gi * 4 of = CC& * (wf) = 4ccigi 
[#I (c+f )) = X 0 Hom(f, WTCCt gc [#I 4.H ence the diagram is commutative. 
From now on, we assume that S is a commutative R-algebra such that S is a 
faithfully flat R-module, T = S @s S, and D and 7 are R-algebra homomor- 
phisms of S to T defined by u(s) = 1 @ s and T(S) = s @ 1 for s E S. 
For an E(S)-set M, we will define some structure, we shall say &E-structure, 
(M, a, ME(*)) on M. If M is an E(S)-free set of a finite rank, then MEcT) 
denotes the E(T)-free set E(T) [#] .M. For the E(S)-set S, SE(r) denotes the 
E(T)-set T. For an E(S)-set M provided an E(T)-set MEcT), the map a: M-t 
MEcT) satisfies the following condition: 
(2.6). For any (fi,fi ,..., f,)EE(S) and mr,ma ,..., m,EM, 
DEFINITION 2.7. By a Z-matrix of degree n, we mean an n x n-matrix 
D = (dij) in M@(T)) such that a subset X, = ((sr , s2 ,..., s,) E P; T(Si) = 
Cy=, d,a(sj); i = 1, 2 ,..., n} of Sn spans the S-module Sn. We define the a--E- 
structure (S, a, SE(r)) of the E(S)-set S by 8 = r and SEtT) = T, and a a-E- 
structure (M, LJ, MEcT)) of an E(S)-free set M of rank n by a: M -+ MEtT) = 
E(T) [#] ,M which is defined by a a-matrix D = (dij) as follows; for an E(S)- 
basis m, , m2 ,..., m, of M, a: M + MECT); CcFzl fi * mi - ~C~=,(C& T(fi) dij) 
[#] mj . For an E(S)-set M with a a-E-structure (M, a, MEtT)), we call M a 
&-E-set, and furthermore, if M is E(S)-free then M is called a &-E-free set. 
Remark 2.8. If M is a &-E-free set defined by a a-matrix D with respect to 
an E(S)-basis m, , m2 ,..., m , then a matrix D’ determined by a with respect to 
any other E(S)-basis m; , rn; ,..., m:, is also a a-matrix, and D’ is given by 
T(P) Da(P-l), h w ere P = (pij) is an n x n-matrix in Um(E(S)) determined by 
rni = CCj”_, p, * mj , i = 1, 2 ,..., n.
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DEFINITION 2.9. The R-algebra homomorphism c and T induce maps 
CT, =; M@-(S)) --f M(E( T)) which p reserve the multiplications. By twis and cant, 
we denote the twist map twis: T -+ T; s @ s’ - s’ @ s and the contraction map 
cant: T -+ S; s @ s’ - ss’, and they also induce maps twis: ~(E(~~) -+ M(E( T)) 
and cant: M(E(T)) + M(E(S)). 
The following lemma is obvious: 
LEMMA 2.10. For the maps twis and wont, we have (1) twis 0 CJ = T and 
twis 0 7 = 0, (2) cant 0 u = cant 0 7 = Is (= the identity map on S). 
PROPOSITION 2.11. (1) IfD is a a-matrix of degree n, the8 we have twis(D) =- 
-I a cant(D) = 1% , hepzce D is contained in UJE(T)). 
(2) For an n x n-matrix D in M,(E( T)), the hollowing co?zditions are epui- 
valent: 
(4 is a &matrix. 
(b) There are matvices F and G over S such that FG = In and r(F) = 
Da(F). 
(c) There are matrices F and G over S s~ciz thatch =& , D = T(F) CS( 
and T(GF) = 7(GF) o(GF). 
Proof. (1) Let D b e a a-matrix of degree n. For any x E X, s we denote by 
*X the transposed a-column of x. Then we have T(%) = DC@) and u(%) = 
twis(+x)) = twis(D) r(k), hence A = D twis(D) T(“x) for 
X, spans Sn as S-modules, we get D twis(D) = 1, ) i.e., 
~~~(E(T)). Since % = cant(+)) = cant(D) cont(a(%)) = cant 
XEXD, cant(D) = 1;, is obtained. 
(2) (a) *(b): S” is spanned by X, , if and only if there are x6 = (sIi ) 
sai ,..., s,J in X, , i = 1, 2,.. ., m such that 
(w> 1, Op.**, 0) = 2 XjCij 7 i = I, 2,..*, n 
(i-l) times j=l 
for some cij E S, that is, there exist an n x m-matrix F = (sij) and an m x z- 
matrix G = (cu) over S such that T(F) = Da(F) andFG = 4, . (b) -=+ (c) is easy, 
COROLLARY 2.12. If D is a a-matrix oj degree n, then for Amy P E ~l~(~(S~~, 
r(P) Do(P)-l is also a a-matrix. 
PROFOSITION and DEFINITION 2.13. Let M be an E(S)-free set of$nite ram+ 
which has a a--E-structure (M, a, ME’=)). An E(S)-map ol: M -+ S determines a~ 
E( T)-map MEtT) + SE(T) = T; CCi=l gi [#] m, - zizl g,o(cL(mJ), and then 
map will be also denoted by uEcT). 
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Boof. By Proposition 2.3, the E(S)-map 01 defines an E(T)-map aEcT): 
E(T) [#I .M+ E(T) [#I $3 CCb, gi [#I mi - CC;=, gi [#I 4mA and 
E(T) [#] $2 -+ T; CCLlgi [#] si -+ Cizlg,s, also defines an E(T)-map. The 
composition of these E( T)-maps is the required one. 
DEFINITION 2.14. Let IV/Y be a &E-free set and N a &E-set which is either 
&E-free set or the &E-set S with the &E-structure (S, 7, T). By a a-E-map 
CY: M-t N, we mean an E(S)-map a:‘ll/ir N making the following diagram 
commute: 
MAN 
When 01 is bijective, a is said to be a a-E-isomorphism. By C(S/R, a, E) we 
denote the category which has a-E-free sets as objects and a-E-maps as mor- 
phisms, and by D(S/R, a, E) the set of isomorphism classes of objects in 
C(S/R, a, E). For an object M of C(S/R, a, E), Map&niir, S) denotes the set 
of &E-maps of M to S. 
Remark 2.15. The category C(S/R, a, E) has finite products and finite 
coproducts: In fact, if M and N are objects of C(S/R, a, E) which have the 
a-E-structures (M, a, , MEtT)) and (N, a,, NE(r)), then the product M rl[ N 
and coproduct M JJ Nin the category C(E, S) have the &E-structures (M n N, 
a n a, , MEcT) n NEcT)) and (M JJ N, a, JJ a, , JWB(T) JJ NEcT)) defined in 
the following: IfDi is a a-matrix determined by ai for i = 1,2, then the maps 
8, JJ a,: M lJ N + ME(*) l[T NE(r) and a, JJ a,: M JJ N -+ nilEcr) JJ NEcT) are 
defined by &matrices Dl @ D, (Kronecker product of matrices) and (3 “,,) ,
respectively. 
3. THE EQUIVALENT FUNCTOR Hom,-,lg(--, S) 
DEFINITION 3.1. By C(S/R) we denote the category of R-algebras which are 
split by S and R-algebra homomorphisms. By C,(S/R) we denote the full sub- 
category of C(S/R) consisting ofobjects A in C(S/R) such that A OR S z nn S. 
BY W’PR) (rev. D,(S/R)) we denote the set of isomorphism classes ofobjects 
in C(S/R) (resp. C,(S/R)). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A be an object of C(S/R), A OR S = J& @ eiS an ortho- 
gonal decomposition, and c1 , Ed ,.. , 6% the canonical E(S)-basis of Hom,_,l,(Crz2=, @ 
e$‘, S). A map a’: Horn,-,l,(A OR S, S) -+ Horn,-,&A OR S, S)E(T) is de$ned 
by al(p) = h’-l((P 0 IT) 0 (IA @ G)) for /3 G Horn,.&A OR S, S), where 
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= (dij) is an n x n-matrix de&zed by a’(q) = CCj”& dii [#I cf 1 
hen the R-algebra homomorphisms IA @ B and IA @ T of A OR S 
into A 6& T = (A OR S) OS .T = CL1 @ (ei 6 1) T sat$y IA @ g(q) = 
Crz, (ei @ 1) dij and IA @ r(eJ = ej @ 1, j = 1) 2,..., YL Fu&ermore, D is a 
a-matrix, and so 8 deJines a &E-structure on Horn,-,&A OR S, S). 
is exact (cf. [7, HI, (2.1)]). H ence we have i(A) = A ox R = {ZL, ei+ E A @JR S 
= Cy=, 0 e,S; I, @ T(C~ eisi) = IA @ c7(Ci e,s,)> = (zi eisi E A @JR S; Ci (ei @ 
1) 7-(sJ = Ci,j (ei @ 1) &G(s,)) = (Ci eisi E A OR S; ~(5~) = xi:, di3~(sj); 
i = 1, 2,..., n> = (Ci eisi E A OR S; (sl , s2 ,..., sn) E XD>- Since A OR S is span- 
ned by i(A) as S-modules, so also is 5’” by X, . Hence D is a %-matrix. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. If A is a”n object of C(S/R), then Hom,_,l,(A, S) is an 
object of C(SjR, a, E) with a &E-structure de$ned by a: Horn,-,&A, S) + 
HomR-a;g(A, S)E(T); o( w X+(TCL). Then the a-E-sets EIom,+,la(A, S) a& 
Hom,-,rg(A OR S, S) are a-E-isomorphic by the E(S)-map j, . 
Proof. First, we shall show that the following diagram is commutative: 





In Proposition 2.4, we proved that h’ o j:(*) = j, o A, and X and x’ are E(T)- 
isomorphisms. Hence, it suffices to show jr 0 X 3 8 = A’ 0 a’ 0 j, . For any 
01 E Horn,-&A, S) and a @ s E A OR S, we leave j, 0 X 0 a(~) (a @ s) = 
&(~a) (a 0 s) = 7(01(a)) 4s) = a(a) 0 4s) = (j.da) (a 0 11) 0 4s) = (in 0 
G) (a @ s) = hlajs(ol) (a @ s), where a(a) @ u(s) represents as an element in 
S OS .T. Hence the above diagram is commutative. y Lemma 3.2, 8’ defines a 
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a--E-structure on Horns-&A OR S, S), and so 8 also defines on Hems-,ls(A, 
S). Thus, is is a a-E-isomorphism. 
COROLLARY 3.4. The functor Horn,-,1x( -, S) gives a contravariant functor 
of C(S/R) to C(S/R, a, E). 
Proof. If f: A + B is a morphism of C(S/R), the E(S)-map Hom(f, S): 
HomR-ar#k S> --f Horns-,&A, S) becomes a a-E-map because Hom(f, T) o h 0 
a(p) = +f = T 0 Hom(f, S) (p) = X 0 a o Hom(f, S) (p) for all p E Horn,-,I,(& 
9. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let M be an object of C(S/R, a, E). By Map,(M, S) we 
denote the set of E(S)-maps of M to S. Then Map,(M, S) makes a commutative 
S-algebra with identity element 1: M + S; m -+ 1, under the addition 01 + /3: 
M+ S; m - 4m) + P(m), and the multiplication a$: M + S; m n~f z(m) /3(m) 
for 01, /I E Map,(M, S). Th e set Map&M, S) becomes an R-subalgebra of 
Map&M, S) because (a + ,!I)“(*) = G(r) + PE(r) and (01/3)~(r) = c@(r)PE(r)__for 
01, P E MapdM, 8). 
PROPOSITION 3.6. If M is an object of C(SIR, a, E), the R-algebra Map&M, 
S) becomes an object of C(S/R). Map&-, S) d ji e nes a contravariant functor of 
C(SjR, a, E) to C(S/R). 
Proof. Let M be an object of C(S/R, a, E) and D = (dij) a a-matrix which 
defines the &-E-structure of M with respect to an E(S)-basis m, , m2 ,..., m of 
M. We put E(S)-maps et: M -+ S; CCj”=r fj * mj + fi , i = 1, 2 ,..., n. Then we 
get that e, , ea ,..., e, are idempotents in Map,(M, S) and an orthogonal decom- 
position Map,(M, S) = Cy=r @ e,S. We shall show that BM: Map&M, S) @s 
S -+ Map,(M, S); a. @ s - 01s is an R-algebra isomorphism. From the definition 
of a-E-maps, it is easily seen that an element 01 = cb, eisi of Map,(M, S) is 
contained in Map&M, S) if and only if ~(o~(m~)) = Cy=r dijo(a(m,)), i = 1, 
2 ,**-> n, i.e., (sr , sa ,..., sn) = (fx(m,), a(mJ ,..., ol(m,)) E X, . Since Xn spans Sn, 
6, is surjective. Let Cl=, 01~ @ sI be an element of Ker 6, , and C+ = Cj”=, ejtji 
the expression in Map,(M, S) = cj”=, @ e$’ of oli . Then we have (tli , tzi ,..., 
tlai) E X, , i = 1, 2 ,..., r, and Ci,i ejtj,si = 6,(Ci 01~ @ si) = 0, and so 
CL, tjisi = 0, j = 1, 2 ,..., n. Since S is a flat R-module, p = i @Is: Map&M, 
S) @s S + Map,(M, S) OR S = xi”=, (ej @ 1) S @s S is injective, where i 
denotes the inclusion map; Map&M, S) + Maps(M, S). We obtain pL(& oli @ 
%) = c&k ektki @ % = c&k cek @ $1 ctki @ l) = ci,k cek @ $1 dtki) = ci,j,k cek 
@ SJ dkp(tji) = Ci,j,lc (ek @ tjisi) dkj = 0, and so xi 01~ @ si = 0. Hence 0, is 
R-algebra isomorphism. This means that MapaeE(M, S) is an object of C(S/R). 
If ol: M-+ N is a morphism in C(S/R, a, E), Map(ol, S): Map&N, S) + 
Maps&M, S); p -p p o LY. is an R-algebra homomorphism. Hence, Mapa-&-, S) 
gives a contravariant functor of C(S/R, a, E) to C(S/R). 
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THEOTZEM 3.7. For any objects A in C(SIR) and M in CjSiRl 8, E), there are 
natural iso~o~p~isms A A: A + Mapa-E(Hom,-,lg(A, S), S); a -k (a A.+ a(a)) in 
C(S/R) andV,:M +HomR-srg(Mapa-E(M, S), S); m *-+ (a - e(m)) Gz C(S]R, a, 
E). Therefore, the functors Horn,-,I,(--, S) and Y&p&--, S> are imerse 
contrauariant equivalences b tween the categories C(S/R) and C(S/R, a, E). 
a>ro$. Let A be an object of C(S/R), and a any element in A. If we put 
A,(a)‘: Mom,-,!,(A, T) --f T; p -F(a), we can check A,(ay 0 X = A,(a)“(‘). 
Then we get A,(a) E(T) 0 a(d) = A,(a)E(T) (A-+)) = A,(a)’ (7-a) = 7-(0(a)) = 
T 0 A,(a) (u) for all 01 E Horn,-,&A, S). Hence Aa) E Mapa-.@oq+dg(A, 
S), S), Obviously, A, is an R-algebra homomorphism. We sh 
bijective. If a is not zero in A, by the flatness also a @ 1 f 
so there is a projection p:A @JR S s n S -+ S such that P(a 3 I) # 0. Hence, 
there is an R-algebra homomorphism 01: A + S; 
a(a) # 0, that is, A, is injective. Let A OR S 
;p(x @ 1) and d,(a> (u!) =
i=l @ e,S be an orthogonal 
decomposition and or , ~a ,..., E the canonical E(S)-basis of 
eiS. S). Then we have LI AOs(ei) (E$) = tiij (Kronecker’s delta). Let a be any 
element of Map&Horn,-,&A, S), S). When N regards as an element in 
om,_,l,(A OR S, S), S), there is Ci eisi n A QI, S such that cr: == 
da~.4Ct +-J, h w ere si is determined by si = a(q). Let D = (&j be a &matrix 
of degree n which defines the &E-structure of Horn,-&A OR S, S) with respect 
to the E(S)-basis <I , ~a ,..., C . Since d is a &E-map of Horns-&A OR S, S) 
(cz oq-&A, S)) to S, we have G”)(a(,,)) = T(sI(Q)), i.e., z’rC1 &tijo(s?) = 
7(si) for i = 1, 2 ,..., n.Hence (sr ,sa ,..., SJ is contained in X, 1 From the exact- 
ness of the sequence 
‘& eiSi s contained in A = A OR 5’ = (Ci e,t, E A OR S = xi @ e,S; (t3. :
t, ,..., tn) E X,> (cf. the proof of Lemma 3.2). Therefore, CI = bAos(Ci qsi> == 
O,+(zi e,sJ, thus A, is surjective. Let iU be an object of C(S/R, a, I?), and m4 I 
m2 ,...l aaz, an E(S)-basis of M. Obviously, for any m E M, V,(m): Mapa&&?, S) 
+ S; 01 - u(~z) is an R-algebra homomorphism. Hence, the map V,U: M+ 
HomRdgf~apa-E(-IJ, S), S) b ecomes an E(S)-map. Now, we shah show that 
V,ti s bijective. By the proof of Proposition 3.6, %,: Mapa_,(IU, S) OR S -+ 
Map,(M, S) is an S-algebra isomorphism. If x # y are in A/I, there is an element 
/3 E Map&n/l, S) such that ,3(x) f p(y). If /3 is expressed as xi=, olisi =I
B&& 01~ @ si) by ~l< E Mapa-&&‘, S) and si E S, then we have, at the least one 
of c+,‘s, VIM(x) (di) = ai # q(y) = V,(y) (&, that is, O,V is injective. In
order to show that V, is surjective, we take the idempotents e, , eZ ,..., enin 
Map&U, S) as well as the proof of Proposition 3.6. Then any element m of 
is uniquely expressed as m = CC:=, e,(m) * mi If a is any ei 
H~m,-~rg(Map~_,(IU, S), S), there is an element m = ~~~=I& * mi in 
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is determined by fi = Hom(B$, S) ojs(~) (ei). Then ll~ verifies V,(m) = 01 
because Hom(B;l, S) ojs(VM(m)) (Q) = jJV&m)> (eG(ei>) = e,(m) = %(C& fj 
* mj) = fi = Hom(B$, S) ojs(a) (e,), i = 1, 2 ,..., n and Hom(B2, S) oj, is an 
E(S)-isomorphism. The proof of this theorem is concluded by showing that VW 
is a &E-map. Let D = (&) be a a-matrix which defines the &E-structure of IU. 
Then we get (h 0 V$r’ 0 8) (m,) (4 = qv:T’(Cz;L 4 [#I 4) (4 = 
h(CCj”=l dij [#J V,(mj)> (a) = (CZ:j 4 * V.dmi>> (a) = Cj d+44mi)> for a E 
Map&III, S), i = 1,2 ,..., n.Since 0~: M+ S is a &-E-map, we have Ta(mi) = 
&(W(mi) = Cc,“=, dij * a(ol(m?)). Hence, we get (h 0 Vet” 0 ajm,)) (ci) = 
J7Cj dijo(ol(mj)) = W(WQ) = ~(V&rn~) (cz)) = T 0 V,(m,) (a) for all 01 E Mapa&M, 
S), and SO VzT) a(m,) = X-l(&&mJ) = a(V,(m,)) for i = 1, 2,..., n.Accord- 
ingly, VM is a &E-map. 
COROLLARY 3.8. The category C(S/R) has jinite products, A, @ A, , and 
finite coproducts, A, OR A, (A,, A, in C(S/R)). The contravariant functor 
Hom,-,lg( -, S) carries a jinite product (resp. coproduct) of objects in C(S/R) to 
aJinite coproduct (resp. product) of corresponding objects in C(S/R, a, E). 
DEFINITION 3.9. By @[E(T)) (resp. Una(E(T))) we denote the set of 
&matrices (resp. a-matrices of degree n), and by Da(E(T)) (resp. Dlza(E(T))) the 
set of equivalence classes of L@(E(T)) (resp. Uaa(E(T))) by an equivalence 
relation - denined in the following: for D, D’ E Ua(E( T)), D N D’ if and only if 
there exists a matrix P in U(E(S)) such that D = 7(P) D’o(P-l). 
COROLLARY 3.10. The contravariant equivalence HomRWarg(-, S) induces a 
bijection of D(S/R) (resp. D,(S/R)) onto Da(E(T)) (resp. Dna(E(T))). For [AJ 
and [A,] in D(S/R), the bijection makes [A, OR A,] and [A, @ A,] correspond to 
CD1 0 %I and K? t, )], respectively, where [AJ corresponds to [DJ by the 
bijection, i = 1,2. 
4. G-E-SET 
From now on, except the last section, we assume that S 3 R is a G-galois 
extension, that is, G is a finite group of R-algebra utomorphisms of S and there 
exist elements x, , xa ,..., x and y, , yz ,..., ylz in S, called a G-galois ystem of S, 
such that ~~zl xiyi = 1 and Cy=, x&yJ = 0 for y in G distinct from the unit 
element. Then the group Un(E(S)) h as a G-action in the natural way. 
Remark 4.1. For a G-galois ystem x1 , xa ,..., x and y1 , y2 ,..., ym of S, we 
put e, = CT=1 y-r(xJ @ yi in T = S OR S for y E G. Then e,,; y E G are ortho- 
gonal idempotents in T, T = CvaG @ e,u(S) is an orthogonal decomposition and 
they satisfy T(S) e, = C+(S)) e, for all sE S and y E G. 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let D be an n x n-matrix in Mm(E(T)), and D = 
the representation in the orthogorzal decomposition T, = CytC @ a 
matrix &g T, de&ed from the decomposition in Remark 4.1. The% D deJines a 
map p: G---f M,(E(S)); y h.+ D, . For a matrix D in M,(E(T)), D is a a-matrix $ 
and only if p is a I-cocycle, i.e. p E Za(G, UJE(Sj)). 
P~ooj. If D is a a-matrix, then by Proposition 2.11, is contained in 
U,(E(T)), and so D,, E U,(E(S)). F ur th ermore, there are matrices F and G over 
S such that T(F) = Do(F) and FG = I, . By an easy computation, it is seen that 
T(F) = DO(F) if and only if y(F) = D,F f or all y E G. Hence, for y, S E G we get 
Dys = D,,,FG = 76(F) G = y(D,F) G = y(D,) y(F) G = y(D,) DJG = y( 
I.e., p E Z’(G, li,(E(S))). c onversely, suppose that p is in E(G, U&?(S)) 
we have p(y) p(yS)-r = &(6)-l) for y, S E G. Put F(Z) = zYEG p(y)-” y(Z) in S,n 
for any Z E S, . For the G-galois system x1 , x2 ,..., x, and yr , ~‘a ,..., ym of S, 
have ZEIFfxJn) yi = CvtG P(Y)-” (Ii21 ~(4 ,vi> = PVJ and Y!FV)) = 
6EG Y(PW) YYZ) = CREG P(Y) P(YW YW? = P(Y) F(Z) for any Z E S, 3 
where 1 denotes the unit element of G. For the matrix D = xveC cs(p(y)) e, in 
T, ,‘we get T(F(x&J) = C,,,p T(F(x&)) e, = xYEG ~(y(F(x&))) eY = Do(F(q 
for i = I, 2,..., n, and so every column of F(xJ,) is contained in XD r 
L, F(xJ,) yi) p(l) = I, , X, spans Sn, i.e., D is a a-matrix. 
DEFIIXITI~K 4.3. By a G-E-set we mean an E(S)-set M which has a G-action 
satisfying Y(CC:=~ fi * mJ = C& y(jJ * y(mJ and yS(m) = y(S(m)) for 
(fi ,f2 ,.-,f,) E E(S), 9 In,, mz ,--, m,r E M and y, S E G (of cause, we assume 
B(m) = m for every m E M). If a G-E-set M is an E(S)-free set of rank n, vve calI 
M a G-E-free set of rank n. For G-E-sets M and AJ, we call a map CC M+ N 
a G-@-map if a: is an E(S)-map satisfying a&(m)) = y(a(m)) for al: y E G and 
m E M. By Map,_,(M, iV) we denote the set of G-E-maps of f7/1” to TV. The 
following lemma is easiiy shown: 
LEMMA 4.4. Let M be an E(S)-free set with an E(S)-basis ml I m2 ,..., m, , and 
p: G + Mn(E(S)); y iy+ (f&)) a given map. M has a G-action de$ned by 
y(CCyzl gi x mi) = CCl, (Cy=, y(g,) j&)) * mJor xxi gi * mi e iVl and y E 6. 
Then M becomes a G-E-set if and only if p is in Z’(G, U,(E(S))). 
DEFINITION 4.6. By C(S/W, G, E) we denote the category of G-F-free sets 
of finite rank and G-E-maps, and by D(S/R, 6, E) the set of isomorphism 
classes of objects in C(S/R, G, h’). F or a given ,D E Zl(G, ~.~(E(~))) a.nd E,(S), by 
(E%(S), p) we denote a G-E-free set E,(S) with the G-action defined by p with 
respect to the E(S)-basis (1, 0 ,..., O), (0, 1, 0 ,... 1 0) ,..., (0, p...j 1) of E,(S). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. A &E-set (M, 2, MEcT)) of rpalzk n de$ned by a &mntuz& D 
determines a G-E-free set M whose G-action is de$rzed by the l-cocycb p: G + 
~in(Ecoi Y - Q, given by D = CveG G(D~) e, as zn Lemma 4.2. The MC-maps 
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correspond to the G-E-maps, and so the categories C(S/R, a, E) and C(SIR, G, E) 
are equivalent, and Mapa&M, S) = Mapc-,(M, S) for M in C(S/R, a, E). 
Proof. The first and second parts are obtained from Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4. We 
prove the last part: Let M be an object of C(S/R, a, E) (also f C(S/R, G, E)), 
with an E(S)-basis m, , ma ,..., m . For any map 01: M -+ S, we have that 01 is 
d-E-map if and only if $(T(a(m,)), T(oI(mJ),..., ~(01(m,))) = D *(a(ol(m,)), 
44m,>),..., 4+4>>- However, Y44mJ>, T(4mJ),..., T(dm,)>) =Dt(d4ml>), 
44m&., 44m,)>> if and only if “(r(4q)>, r(44>,..., r(4md) = D, 
“(~(md, 4m2),..., ol(m,)) for all y E G, that is, ol is a G-E-map. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. For p and p’ in Z1(G, U,(E(S))), the G-E-sets (E,(S), p) 
and (E,(S), p’) me G-E-isomorphic if and only if p and p’ are cohomologous, i.e., 
there is an F in U,(E(S)) such that p’(y) = y(F) p(y) F-l for all y E G. 
LEMMA 4.9. For any object A in C(S/R), Horns-&A, S) and Horn,-&A 
OR S, S) become G-E-sets by the G-actions de$ned by y(a) = y 0 01 and y(P) = 
y o /3 0 (IA @ y-l), respectively, for 01 E Horn,-,1&A, S), /3 E HomS--S&4+R 
S, S), and y E G. These G-actions coincide with ones induced by the a-matrix of 
these as in DeJinition 4.6. Then j, becomes a G-E-isomorphism between these. 
Proof. The first and the last parts are obvious. In order to show the second 
part, it is sufficient tosee about only the G-action on Horn,-,r,(A OR S, S). 
Let A @s S = CEr @ e,S be an orthogonal decomposition, and T = S OR S 
= CM 0 Y(S) e, th e orthogonal decomposition defined in Remark 4.1. Let 
<I , ~a ,..., E , be the canonical E(S)-basis of Horn,-,1,(x, @ e$‘, S), D = (dij) 
the a-matrix of the G-E-set Hom,&A OR S, S) with respect o the canonical 
E(S)-basis, and D = CYEG ~(0~) e,, as defined in Lemma 4.2. By the definition f
a’: Horn,-,ra(A 8s S, S) + Horn,-,l,(A OR S, S)E(T), we have 8’(ci) = 
X,-i((~ @IT) o (IA @ CT)) = CCL, dij [#] Ed , and so T(Ei(a @ 1)) u(s) =
Cj”=, dijo o c?(a @ s) for all a @ s E A OR S. Put D, = (d(y),,) for y E G. 
To show y(<J = CC?=, d(y)ij c 4 for y E G, we compute Cvsc u(y(~J (a @ s)) e, 
for any a 0 s E A OR 8 CyE~ 444 (a 0 4) e, = ILC 444a 0 r-W)> e, 
= ILEG 444a 0 1) Y-W)) f4 = LO o(~(da 0 1))) e&) = T(4a 0 1)) 
4s) = CL1 &da 0 4 = C~dCYEC 4Wd 4 4a 0 4 = CveG(C~l dWff 
ej(a @ s)) e, . By the uniqueness of the expression in the orthogonal decomposi- 
tion, we get Y(Q) (a @ s) = CL1 d(y)ij cj(a @ s) for any a @ s E A OR S. Thus, 
the proof is completed. 
THEOREM 4.10. The functor Horn,-&--, S) gives a contravariant equi- 
valence of the category C(S/R) to C(S/R, G, E), and the inverse jiinctor is given 
by MapG-d-, 9. 
Remark 4.11. If (E,(S), p) and (Em(S), p’) are objects in C(S/R, G, E), the 
product and the coproduct of these are given by (E,(S), p) l-J (E,(S), p’) = 
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From Proposition 4.8 and Lemma 4.10, we have 
PROPOSITION and DEFINITION 4.12. The functor Horn,-&-, Sj &j%es 
bijections @tS,R,Gj: D(S/R) 4 D(S/R, G, E); [A] =- [Horn,-,l,(A, S)] and 
CD dSIR,G) : I&(S/R) -+ fP(G, I;T,(E(S))); [A] - [& where ,o is aete~mi~ed by a 
G-E-is~m~~phi~ Horns-&A, S) s (E,(S), p). 
5. THE GROUP LrH(E(S)) AND THE GROUP k+OMQRPHiSM @PH(.j-/R,~) 
From now on, -r-6 = (6, ) 6, ,...) S,} denotes a given Abelian group of order FZ. 
By r, we denote the regular representation of Ii, i.e., (66, , 66, ,..., 66,) = 
@I > 6, >.-a, 6,) I’,(S), 6 E El. Since I’,(6) is a permutation matrix, this is con- 
tained in T/,(&S)). We shall use the elements of N as the indices of matrices in 
~~(E(S))~ i.e., F = (fV,,) denotes an n x n-matrix with a (Y, p)-component 
j,,, for V, p E N. Then we have 
DEFINITION and LEMMA 5.1. Put U,(E(S)) ={FE ~i~(~(Sj)~FP~(S) = 
P,(S)Ffar all S E II), then U,(E(S)) is a subgroup of Un(E(S)). For a matrix 
F = (fy,J, F is contained in U,(E(S)) if and only iff,,, =fvU-~,Ifo~ alla, p E H, 
where I denates the unit element of N. 
83yoof. By an easy calculation, we get FT,(S) = T’,(S)F if and only if 
jGIBy =j8-I,,, for all ,u, Y E H. Therefore, the lemma is obtained. 
PROPOSITIQN 5.2. The group U,(E(S)) is an Abelian group and is a rn~~~~~~~ 
Abeliar, subgroup of U,(E(S)). 
Proof. By easy calculations using Lemma 5.1, we have that for F = (fU,V), 
F’ = (f;,v) E cTn(E(S)), CFsHf~,~f;,u = CS&&~,&~,~ = Z:G~~f:~-qYrgv-~z = 
C8EHf~7Sfc,Y for t4 v E Is. 
~ROF‘OSITION 5.3. The set I(S) of idempotents in S becomes an Abe&m grou? 
urzder the product * de$ned by e + e’ = 1 - (e - e’)2 fop e, e’ E H(S). The group 
LTg(E(S)) is an AbeZian group which is isomorphic to the group I(S), hence $ N 
is a group of order 2, then U&E(S)) = U,(E(S)). 
Prooj. The first part is obvious. We shall show U2(E(S)) g I(S). Let 
F = (eij) be a matrix in M,(E(S)). First, we shall show that F is contained in 
U2(E(S)) if and only if err = ez2 , in consequence, eal = e,, . Suppose that there 
is a matrix F-l = (eij) in M,(E(S)), then we have e,,e;, = 0 and e,,e;, = 0, and 
so err = e,,(e;, + e;,) = e,,e;, = (e,, + er2> eiP = e;, . Similarly, we get e,r =I 
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& , and so F = F-l. Hence, F2 = 1, implies er2ez2 = 0 and e11e21 = 0, and so 
we get e2a = e,,e,, = err . Th e converse is obvious. We can easily check that a 
map I(S) -+ U,(E(S)); e h+ (re, ‘;“) is a group isomorphism. 
DEFINITION 5.4. Let SH = CFEH @ SS be the group ring of H over S. 
Then, we put E,(S) H = CLHfSS E Se (fs, fs, .-,fQ ~-US)). 
PROPOSITION 5.5. The set E,(S) H is a subgroup of the unit group of SH, and 
is group isomorphic to the group U,(E(S)) by az isomorphism h: U&E(S)) + 
En(S) H; F = (fu,J -+Sie~fi,~S. 
Proof. For F = (fu,"), F’ = (f,‘“) E U,(E(S)), we have h(FF’) = x:v,asHfl,v 
f:,$ = Cv,GEHfl,vfil,v-d = (LHfl,~S) (C~G~fi,.8) = h(F) JV). The inverse 
h-1 is given by h-l: Em(S) H -+ UH(E(S)); J&H f& -F = (fu-lv), where F is 
n x n-matrix with the (p, v)-component fu-ty . 
COROLLARY 5.6. The exponent of the group U,(E(S)) divides the exponent r of 
the group H, i.e., F’ = I, for every FE U,(E(S)). 
Proof. For any element x6ENfsS in E,(S) H, we have (CSEHf# = 
&EH(~vr=S,veH fv) S = 1 by the induction with respect to r. 
Remark 5.7. For the gaiois group G of S 3 R, U,(E(S)) was a G-group. We 
can see that U&E(S)) b ecomes a G-subgroup of U,(E(S)). 
DEFINITION 5.8. By C,(R) we denote the category whose object is an H- 
galois extension of R and morphism is an R-algebra homomorphism preserving 
the H-action. By C&S/R) we denote the full subcategory of C,(R) consisting 
of R-algebras split by S. By D,(R) (resp. D,(S/R)) we denote the set of isomor- 
phism classes of objects in C,(R) (resp. C,(S/R)). If H is a group of order 2, 
then C,(R) coincides with the category of separable quadratic extensions of R, 
and D,(R) is the quadratic extension group Q,(R) of R (cf. [6]). As is well known, 
for a finite Abelian group H, DH(R) b ecomes an Abelian group under the multi- 
plication [A] 0 [B] = [(A OR B)d~] for [A], [I?] E D,(R), where LI, = (6 @ 
S-r E H x H; S E H) and (A @a B)d~ = (X E A @a B; S @ S-r(x) = x for alI 
S @j SW E A,} (cf. [4, 81). Th e unit element [A] of the group D,(R) is the 
isomorphism class of the trivial H-galois extension A of R, that is, A is given by 
an orthogonal decomposition A = x 6EH @ e,R with the H-action p(eJ = es8 
for t.~, S E H. 
LEMMA 5.9. Let A be an object in C,(S/R). Then A OR S is a trivial H-galois 
extension of S, hence D,(S/R) = Ker(D,(R) -+ D&S); [A] + [A OR S]). 
Pyoof. Let A OR S = CL1 @ e,S be an orthogonal decomposition. Since 
A OR S is an H-galois extension of S, for any maximal ideal MZ of S, the localiza- 
tion A OR S, = Ci=, @ ~$9~~~ is also an H-galois extension of S, . By S, being 
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a local ring, CI ) Z2 ,.~., C? become the set of primitive idempotents in A OR S*X; 
hence we get (Zl , ~7% ,..., i$.T) = (6 @l,JZl); 6 E El> ad Y = n. Put e, = 6 @ Is(e,) 
in A OR S for 6 E H. Then (e,; 6 E H> is a set of orthogonal idempotents in 
A. OR S with CsEH e, = 1 @ 1 and p(es) = e,, for pc, S E H. Th~us .A OR S = 
J& @ e,S is a trivial H-galois extension of S. 
DEFINI~~X 5.10. By a G-E-free g-set we mean a G-E-free set M which is 
an H-set satisfying 7(8(m)) = 66/3/(~~)) and S(CC:,lfi x q) = CziCIJfi * I 
y E 6, ifI , fi ,..., ft) E E(S), and m, ml , m2 ,..., mt For G-E-free 
H-sets M and N, a G-27, H-isomorphism 01: M + IV means a -isomorphism 
01 satisfying ol(s(m)) = ~(o~(wz)) for all m E M and 6 E 13. 
From the definitions of U%(E(S)) and G-E-free s-set, we have 
LEMMA 5.11. Let (E,(S), p) be a G-E-free set with ,a E Z1(G, L’%(E(S))). IThe 
regular ~e~~ese~t~t~on r, of H deJines an H-action on E,(S) by 2Qcl ) fz ,...,j,J =
(fl ,f2 ,...,fJ rH(S) for (fl ,fi ,...,fn) E&(S) and 6 E H. 7%en C3m;ziS)j P) 
makes a G-E-free H-set if and only if p is cofatained in Z1(G, UH(E(S))). For 
p, p’ E .F(G, UHjE(S))), (E,(S), p) and (E,(S), p’) we G-E, 
only if p and p’ are cohomologous, i.e., there is FE U,(E(S)) such that p(y) = 
y(F) p’(y) F-l for all y E 6. 
H?EFINITION 5.12. enote the category consisting of 
‘objects which are GE-free H-sets G-E, H-isomor ic to (En(S), p) with 
p E Z1(G, C,<E(S))), and morphisms which are G-E, isomorphisms. 
Let A be an object in C,(S/R). The G-E-free set 
orn,_,l,(A gR S, S>> has an H-action defined by a(e) 
6 E H and 01 E Horn,-,l,(A, S) (resp. S(p) = p 0 (8-l @Us) fop P 
OR S, S))). Then, Horn,-,&A, S) and Il~rr,~&,A Ox S, S) become G-&free 
H-sets G-E? H-isomorphic by the map js , hence these are djects of C&S/-R, G, E). 
Proof. By the definition of H-actions, it is obvious that Horn,-,&4, Sj and 
Horn,-,&Cl OR S, S> are G-E-free H-sets and G-E, H-isomorphic by js ~ 
Let A O,S= 6EH @ e,S be the orthogonal decomposition with p @ Is(e8) = 
eu8 for 8, p E H. Suppose that (es; 8 E E-i) is the canonical E(S)-basis Of 
HomSealg(CSEH @ esS, S). Then we have p(~~) = c8 0 (p-l @ Is> = tus because 
&-l @ds(e,)) = q(eu-lu) = eils(ep) for Y E N. Hence Hom,-,&I aR S, S) 
is an object in &;,(S/R, 6, E), 
P~o~osnIoN 5.14. The functor Ho~,~,~~(---, S) gives G cozztravariant equi- 
valence of Cs(S/R) to C,(SIR, 6, E), and the inverse f~cnctor is given by 
Map,-,(--, S). 
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Proof. It is easily seen that every morphism of C,(S/R) is an isomorphism. 
In Lemma 5.13, Horn,-,ls(-, S) gave a contravariant functor of C,(S/R) to 
C&S/R, G, E). Let (E,(S), p) be an object of C,(S/R, G, E), and put eg = 
S(1, o,..., 0) = (1, o,..., 0) J’,(6) for 6 E H. Then {es; S E H} becomes an E(S)- 
basis of E,(S) b ecause of a property of F, . The S-algebra Map,(E,(S), S) has 
an orthogonal decomposition C 6EH @ e,S, where e, is an E(S)-map defined by 
e,(CCpExfw * e,) = fs . We define an H-action on MapE(En(S), S) as follows: 
for P E Map.@,(S), S) and 6 E H, 6(p) (0 = /3(8-l(6)), 5 E E,(S). Then the 
elements of H induce S-algebra automorphisms of Map&Z,(S), S) and act 
faithfully. We can easily show p(e,) = e,, for p, 6 E H, hence MapE(E,(S), S) = 
CaEH @ e,S makes a trivial H-galois extension of S. On the other hand, 
Mm#US)~ S) h as a G-action defined by r(P) = +$.-’ for /I E MapE(E,(S), S) 
and y E G. The restriction of this G-action on the subring S of Map,(E,(S), S) 
coincides with automorphisms of S which are the galois group G of S > R. 
Hence the G-action on MapE(E,(S), S) is faithful, and is regarded as a group of 
automorphisms of Map,(E,(S), S). The fixed subring (Map,(E,(S), S))G 
coincides with Map&E,(S), S). Observing that the G-action and the H-action 
on Map&%(S), S> are compatible with each other, we can see that MapE(E,(S), 
S) is a G x H-galois extension of R. In fact, for a G-galois system x1 , x2 ,..., x, 
and y1 , yz ,...,Y~ of S, we have C~I,~~H Y x y’(wd e,y, = 22.~ e,,e, 
Cz, /(xi) yi = 1 or 0 if (y, r’) = (1,1) or (y, 7’) f (1, I), respectively. Namely, 
{ep,; y E H, i = 1, 2 ,..., m> and {e,y,; y E H, i = 1, 2 ,..., m> are G x H-galois. 
systems of Map,(E,(S), S). By a fundamental theorem of galois theory, we get 
MapG-d&(S), S) = P%dEdS), SY is an H-galois extension of R. Accord- 
ingly, Map,&-, S) gives a contravariant functor of C,(S/R, G, E) to C&S/R). 
In Theorem 3.7 we obtained that for any object A (resp. M) in C,(S/R) (resp. 
C&W, G, E)), AA (rev. 0,) is an isomorphism in C(S/R) (resp. C(S/R, G, E)).. 
However, it is easily seen that d, and V, preserve the H-actions in each cases. 
Therefore, Horn,-,& -, S) and Map,-,(--, S) are inverse cotravariant equi- 
valences between C,(S/R) and C,(S/R, G, E). 
LEMMA 5.15. Let A be an object of C,(S/R), and A OR S = Cr=, @ e$ an 
orthogonal decomposition. If p is an element of F(G, U,(E(S))) such that 
Horn,-&A OR S, S) -+ (E,(S), P); P - (B(q), P(e2),..., b’(4) is a G-E-isomer- 
phism, then the following identity holds, (IA @ r(eJ, IA @ r(e,),..., IA @ r(e,)) = 
(6 , e2 ,..., en) p(y)-l for ally E G. 
Proof. Let or , es ,..., E, be the canonical E(S)-basis of Horn,-,&4 6& S, S). 
Put p(y) = (f&)) for y E G. Th en we have f&d) = Cj”=, f&y-') cj(ek) = 
EZ~~l.hj(~-l) * 4 (4 = Y+(E~) (4 = Y-Y~IA 0 r&J>>, and so GA 0 
Aed) = rChdr”))- Hence, we get IA 0 y(e,) = ZY=, e&&-r)). Since 
ye1 = Ybw% this means (IA 0 rh), -5 0 r(e,>,--., IA 0 r(4) = 
e1 , e2 ,..., e,) p(y)-l for any y E G. 
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THEOREM 5.16. The fur&or Horn,-&--, S) of CH(S/R) to C,(S/R, 
induces a group isomorphism LB~(~,~,~): D,(S/R) -+ W(G, ~~(~(S)~) w 
de$ned by GHtSIR,o)([A]) = [p], where [A] and [p] aye connected by a 
isowlorpnsn+z Hom,_,&A, S) r (E,(S), p) for A in CH(SjR> and p k Zl(G, 
U~(E(S))). 
Proof. By Lemma 5.11 and Proposition 5.14, we get the map @X(SIR,G): 
D,(S/R) -+ NI(G, U&C(S))) to be a bijection. We shall show that this map is a 
group homomorphism. Let [A] and [A’] be any elements of &(A’/ 
merltiplication of the group D,(S/R) was given by [A] . [A’] = [(A @ 
Let A OR S = CssH @ e,S and A’ OR S = CaEH @ eQS be orthogonal decom- 
positions with p(e,) = ecL6 and p(eJ = e:, for p, 6 E H. Then we hav 
A’)“x 6& S = (A OR A’ @R S)A~@ls = (CS,WEH @ Q, @ eLSjAH@Is = 
e,“S, where ei = CILEH e,, @ ei-l .By an easy calculation, we get CsE 
I = ez, , and (e,“; 6 E H) to be orthogonal idempotents. Hence (A OR A’)A” 
QR S = CSEH @ e$S is an orthogonal decomposition. Let p, p’, and p” be 
elements of F(G, U,(E(S))) such that Homs-a&L,H es& 8) ss (Gx(S>, p), 
omS-dEkH e$, 3 E (E,(s), g’> and H omS-adCBtIg 4% 3 s G%(S), ~“3 
e G-E:, H-isomorphisms by the canonical E(S)-maps. In Lemma 5.15 we 
showed VA 0 r(Q, IA 0 k&.., IA 0 r(y)> = (eal i ea., -, e,J PW’, 
CL, 0 y(e& IA, 0 r(e&..., Id 0 r(4 >I = (4, , 4, ,-., 4,) P’~Y)-~ and (-PA” 0 
y(eiJ 1,. @ r(eQ,..., IA,, @ y(ei,)) = (ii, ei2 ,..., eQ p”(y)-l for y E G, where 
A” = (A OR A’)A~. In order to make easier calculations, a  before, we use the 
elements of H as the indices of matrices p(r)-l, p’(y)-I, and p”(y)-*, namely, 
p(y)-l = (p;,“) and p’(y)-r = (g:,J. Then we have I, @ y(eJ) = CWEHIA @ 
74,O Gil = CwEH(IA 0 -Aed) 0 VA @Me:-4 =Ch,rr,vc~ w0,O 5X+ = 
c A,vsN ea 0 4CILEHga,Bug~,w-d. However, using g,,, = gvrr-l,l and gi,, = g,A 
Definition and Lemma 5.1, we get CgueH gAv,spg&ll-i = CusH gA,v-lsug~:-lu,l = 
ClleW g,,:g; s . Hence, it follows that IAl @ r(el) =
0 MIk &?a!J,sp&,u-4 = 
aEN 4CLH ga,&l,,). ‘IX means P’YY)-~ = 
we obtain [p”] = [p] . [p’]. 
&RQLLARY 5.17. The group D,(S/R) = Me@&(R) -+ $&(S>) is ~so~~~ph~~ 
to the l-cohomology group H1(G, I(S)). 
Proof. By Proposition 5.3 and Theorem 5.14, we get D,(S/R) g A?( 
U#(S))) z WG, I(S)). 
COROLLARY 5.18. If the orders 1 G 1 and 1 H 1 of the groups G and H are 
mutually prime, then Hl(G, U,(E(S))) is t rivial, therefore the group ho~moY- 
phism D,(R) -+ DH(S); [A] NY [A OR S] is injective. 
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Proof. From Corollary 5.6, the exponent of U,(E(S)) divides the exponent 
of H. As is well known (cf. [9, p. I-11]), the orders j G 1 and 1 H 1 can be divided 
by the exponent of H1(G, U,(E(S))). Hence, H1(G, U,(E(S))) is trivial. 
6. THE CATEGORY C,,,(R) 
In this section, we assume that R is a fixed commutative ring, and consider 
every finite galois extension of R. By (SIR, G) we denote a galois extension 
S 3 R with a finite galois group G, as usual, called the G-galois extension. The 
category C&R) of galois extensions of R means the category consisting of 
objects (S/R, G) d an morphisms defined in the following: for a G-galois exten- 
sion (S/R, G) and a G’-galois extension (S/R, G’), morphism 5 = (5,) &,): 
(S/R, G) -+ (S/R, G’) means a pair of an R-algebra homomorphism &.: S --f S’ 
and a group epimorphism &,: G’ -+ G making 
commute for all y E 6. 
LEMMA 6.1. (1) The category Cgal(R) has$nite coproducts, in fact, (S/R, G) 
JJ (S/R, G’) = (S OR S/R, G x G’). 
(2) For any morphism [ in C&R), 5, is always injective, and so, fey two 
morphisms 4 and 5’ in C,,l(R), 5 = 5’ if and only 7.. 5, = [i . 
(3) For any object (S/R, G) in C,,l(R), every morphism of (SIR, G) to itself 
is an isomorphism in C,,l(R). 
Proof. (1) is obvious. (2) and (3) are obtained by using the fundamental 
properties of the galois extensions: Let 5: (S/R, G) + (S’/R, G’) be a morphism 
in C,,r(R), and x1 , xa ,..., X, and y1 , yz ,..., yn a G-galois system of S. If x 
is an element in S such that CT(x) = 0, we have x = CT=1 Cvtc y(xxi) yi = 
Z~l Sr(Cvec Yk%)) Yi = c.= z l,ysG L(Y) (i,(x) L&))Y~ = 0; hence, 5, is in- 
jective. Now, let 5 be a morphism of (S/R, G) to itself. 5, is obviously an auto- 
morphism of G. Using the fact that Qxr), <,(x,),..., { (x,) and &.(y,), <,(y,),..., 
&(y,) also become a G-galois system of S, we get that every element x is expres- 
sed as x = Ci=l,ys~ Y(&&)) LXYJ = L(~~~I,,,~ rbS,W) Y& hence, 5, is 
surjective. Therefore, 5 has the inverse ([;I, ii’) in C&R). 
DEFINITION 6.2. By &l(R) we denote the set of isomorphism classes of 
objects in &I(R) (it is easily seen that I&(R) makes a set). By [S/R, G] we 
denote an isomorphism class in L&(R) with a representative (S/R, G). We can 
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define a binary relation < which makes the set I&l(R) an ordered set: Namely, 
fcr [S/R, G], [S/R, G’] E D&R), [S/R, G] < [S’jW, G’] if and only if there is 
a morphism c: (SIR, G) -+ (S’/R, G’) in C,,(R). By Lemma 6.1, the < is weli 
defined and directed. 
~RoHxWrIQN 6.3. Let 1.4 = rS/R, G] and 84’ = [St/R, G’] be elements oj 
I&1(R), df u < d, there aye defined maps 8~~,~,): D(S/R) + D(S/R) agzd On(u,ll,j: 
D,(S/R)-> D,(S/R), n = 1, II,.... The systems (D(S/W) and B(,,,J~; for aN 
[S/R, G] and u < U’ in D.&R)) and (D,(S/R) and Bn(u,u,~;fo,fov all [SIR, G] cam2 
u < U’ in Dga@)) make direct systems and dejne the direct jimits D(R) = 
lim D(S/R) and D,(R) = l& D,(S/R) ~4% [S/R, G] wnning thwugkz all elements 
of -q&q’ 
?YGG) First, we observe that I>(--); (SIR, G) ++ D(S/R) defines a covariant 
functor of the category C&R) to the category of s&s. Suppose that <: (S/X, G) 
-+ (S’IR, 6’) is a morphism in C,,l(R). For any object A of CjSjR), we have 
A@,§‘= (A@,S)@,S’=(n S)@,S’=W S’, wbereS’ is regarded as S-alge- 
bra by the W-algebra homomorphism yV: S + s’. Hence 5 defines an iEjection 
D(t): D(S/R) + D(S’/R); [A] - [A]. By this fact, it is easily seen that 
defines a covariant functor. Furthemore, for the eleme u T= [SIR, G] and 
u’ = [ST/R, G’] cJD,,l(R) with u < d, Bc~,~,) isdefined a (I). By the property 
of the functor, it is seen that if u < U’ and U’ < a”, then 8t,Ut,,,,) 0 Bc~,~,, -=
%&d, . Accordingly, (D(S/R) and B(,,,,); for all [SjRs G]fand zt < ?L’ in Dpal(R)) 
is a direct system. Similarly, we can obtain the other too. 
B~cxwsrr-ro~ 6.4. Let c = [SIR, G] and u’ = [S’,/R, G’] be elements of 
,&R). Ifa < u’, tkere aye dejned maps t’fu,,,,: D(S/R, 6, I?) --p 0(9/R, 6’, ;@3 
@d GA??&+ H1(G, t,&@(S))) -4 H:(G’, U,(E(S’))); n = 1, 2,.... The systems 
(D(SjR, 6, II?) and Ofu,,~,; joy all [S/R, G] and u ,( U’ ilz I&&R)) used (Bl(G, 
ua(E(S))) ad ~~~,,d;; JOY all [S/R, G] and u < u’ in D&R)) make direct systems 
atid d@ne the direct limits D(R, E) =l& D(S/R, G, E) and H1(R, e;‘,(g)) L- 
&I M1(G, U@(S))) with [S/R, G] running through all elements of l&~.:(R). 
PYOQJ. As weil as the proof of Proposition 6.3, we observe that D(-, E); 
(S/R, 6) A D(S/R, G, E) (resp. H1(--, DJE(-))); (S/R: G) *+ PPl(G, 
U,(E(S)))) defines a covariant functor of C,,:(R) to the category of sets. Suppose 
that 5: (S/R, 6) ---f (S’IR, 12’) is a morphism in C,&R). Then 5 defines maps 
I-r’([): fP(G, U,(E(S))) -+ fP(G’, L’,(H(S’))); I]p] - [i$ 0 p 0 {J, and D(<, E): 
, 6, E) + D(s’/R, G’, E); [E,(S), pj -b [&.(s’), 5,o ,C 0 C,]. Therefoi-e, 
for the elements u = [S/R, G] and U’ = [S/R, G’] in D&R) with u < u’, we 
can define O&+,, and By&+,) as D(<, E) and EP(<), respectively. Then it is easiiy 
seen that B;‘,,,,,,) o OfU,,,, = $&,,, and OE(u,,U,,j o 8$U,zL,j = OE,,,,,, for u < U’ and 
3~’ < tin in D&R). Hence, we obtain the proposition 
Similarly, for the Abelian group H, we have 
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COROLLARY 6.5. Let u = [S/R, Gj and u’ = [S/R, G’] be elements in 
D&R), and H a $nite Abelian group. If u < u’, there is defined a group homo- 
morphism 8&,,,,,: H1(G, U,(E(S))) + HI(G’, U&E(S))). The system {Hl(G, 
Dew) aad e&u,uo; for all u < u’ and [S/R, Gj in D&R)) makes a direct 
system of groups, and de$nes the direct limit Hl(G, U,(E)) =I& H1(G, U,(E(S))) 
with [S/R, G] running through all elements of Dgal(R). 
THEOREM 6.6. The systems of bijections (@cSIR,o): D(S/R) -+ D(S/R, G, E); 
for all [SIR, G] in %(R)) and {@n(s,R,G): D,(S/R) - Hl(G, U&Y(S))); for all 
[S/R, G] in D&R)) induce bijections @: D(R) -+ D(R, E) and Qi,: DJR) + 
H1(R, Un(E)), respectively. 
Proof. To prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show that the following 
diagrams are commutative: 





D(S’IR, 6’) ‘-“R,G” --f D(S’IR, G’, E) 





D,(S’IR, G’) = H1(G’, U,(E(S’))), 
for any morphism 5: (S/R, G) + (S/R, G’) in C,,l(R). Let [A] be an element of 
D(S/R, G). Then we may assume that A is in C,(S/R, G). Then we have an 
orthogonal decomposition A OR S = Cr=, @ e,S, and so A OR S’ = (CT=, @ 
e,S) OS S’ = CTzl @ e;S’, where ei = I, @ cr(ei), i = 1, 2 ,..., n. Let p (resp. 
p’) be an element of Zl(G, U,(E(S))) (resp. Zl-(G’, U,(E(S’))) such that there is a 
G- (resp. G’-) E-’ rsomorphism Horn,-&A OR S, S) ---f (E,(S), p) (resp. 
Horn,,-&A OR S’, S’) -+ (EJS’), p’)). By Lemma 5.15, we have (IA @ 
de,>, la 0 y(e&., L 0 de,)) = (el ,e2 ,..., en> ,4+-l for all Y E G, 2nd (I. 0 
y’(ei), IA @ y’(ei) ,..., IA @ y’(e6)) = (e; , e; ,..., eh) p’(f)-l for all y’ E G’. How- 
ever, from the identity IA @ r’(e;) = (IA @ y’) (JR @ c,) (eJ = IA @ (r’&) (ei) 
= &(&(y’) (eJ) for y’ E G’, we get p’(y’)-r = &.(p({,(+))-r) forall y’ E G’, i.e., 
p’ = &.o p 0 5, . Hence, it follows that cP(,,,,,,,) 0 D(c) ([A]) = [E,(S), &.p&,] = 
D(L El 0 @wwM)r and so the above diagrams are commutative. 
Similarly, for the Abelian group H, we have 
THEOREM 6.7. The system of group isomorphisms {@H(SIR,G~: D,(S/R) -+ 
H1(G, U,(E(S)); for all [S/R, G] in D&R)) induces a group isomorphism 
@.+ &r(R) - HYR, u,(E)) 
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Proof. This proof is similarly obtained to the proof of Theorem 6.6, but we 
need only to prove that the group lb D&SIR) is isomorphic to the group 
) in Definition 5.8. By the inclusion maps 8,: D,(S/R) --+ DH(R); ZL = 
r$R 61 E %%‘l(R), we can define a group homomorphism 8: & D&S/R) + 
Da(R) which is injective. However, from the fact that any object A of C,(R) is 
of C,(A/R), we get the surjectivity of 8. 
7. D(S/R) WITH A SPECIAL FAITHFULLY FLAT EXTBNSKO~V S3 .R 
is section, we consider first an application toa purely inseparable exten- 
sion S 3 R in the mean of Sweedler [lo], and next an application toa G-galois 
tension S 3 R such that S is connected, i.e., S has no idempotents other than. 
and 1. Sweedler defined in [IO] “a purely inseparable R-algebra” as follows; 
an R-algebra S is called a purely inseparable R-algebra if the contraction map 
cant: S OR S - S gives an S OR S-projective cover of S. By Lemma 1 in 
[IS], S is a purely inseparable R-algebra if and only if Ker(cont) is contained in 
the Jacobson radical j(S OR S) of S @a S. Then we have 
PROPOSITION 7.11. Let S 3 R be a faithfully $Kat extension such that S is 
a purely insepavabb R-algebra. Then the set Ua(E(T)) consists of only the unit 
matrices. The category C(S/R) contains only the split R-algebras, i.e., ;J A is an 
R-algebra such that A c& S g 
Proof. Let D = (dti) be a a-matrix of degree n. Then, in Proposition 2.1 I) 
we had cant(D) = IV; hence, we have dij E J(T) for i # j, However, the Jacobson 
radical J(T) contains no idempotents other than 0; therefore, dii = 0 for i # j, 
and d,, = 1 for i = 1, 2 ,..., 12. 
Now, we assume again that S 3 R is a 6-galois extension and s is connected. 
Then, the category C(S/R, G, E) coincides with the category C(G) of all finite 
G-sets, and I/‘,(E(S)) the group of permutation matrices of degree n. Therefore, 
we may regard U,(E(S)) as the symmetric group S, I Since ibe G-action on 
U%(E(S)) is trivial, there is a bijection E(G, Un(E(S))) -3 om(G, S,); p -_ p*: 
where p* denotes a group homomorphism 4; ---z S; y -i p(y)-“. From Theorem 
4.10, we have 
~ROPOSITiOX 7.2. Let S3 R be as above.Let N be an equivalence relation o;“t 
the set Horn{ G, S,) dejned in the follming: for f, g E Hom(G, S,), f - g if and 
only if there is 6 E S, such that Fg(y) 6 = f (y) fol”ur ail y E G. Then there is a 
bijection D,(SIR) + Hom(G, SJ-. Furthermore, the category C(S/R) is 
e~~ivff~e~~ to the category C(G). 
From Theorem 5.16, we get the following Harrison theorem (Theorem 6 in 
ML 
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PROPOSITION 7.3. Let 5’3 R be as above. The Abelian group U,(E(S)) is 
isomorphic to the Abeliangroup H, and the 1 -cohomology group H1(G, lJ,(E( 5’)) can 
be regarded as the group Hom(G, H), w h ere the multiplication of Hom(G, H) is as 
usual. Therefore, D,(S/R) is isomorphic to Hom(G, H). 
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